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Abstract
The rapid development of wireless communication and information technologies has increased research
interests in inter-vehicle communication systems and their effect on traffic flow. One of the most
complex traffic phenomena on freeways are shockwaves. Shockwaves are recognized as the sudden,
substantial change in the state of the traffic flow, which acts as an active or moving bottleneck. They
have significant impact on freeway capacity and safety.
For this study, a microscopic traffic simulation was used to determine the extent to which inter-vehicle
communication and change in the driving strategy after the recognition of a shockwave can influence
the propagation and dissolving of shockwaves on freeways. We also briefly introduce the shockwave
theory and our communication algorithm. Then we present the simulation result with different
penetration rates of communicative vehicles, which are randomly dispersed in traffic flow, through
performance measures for traffic flow with shockwaves.
Keywords: Shockwaves, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, freeways, simulation, traffic jam ahead warning

1 Introduction
Shockwaves are an important flow processes in traffic flow theory. The speed of the jam front
defines the congestion patterns and impacts. They have a great influence on highway capacity, number
of rear-end collisions on the freeway, fuel consumption and emissions. Several types of shockwaves can
be found depending on the traffic conditions that lead to their formation. These include frontal
stationary, forward forming and forward recovery, rear stationary, backward forming, backward
recovery shockwaves. So far lots of studies focused on different aspects of shockwaves such as:
characteristic of shockwaves based on L-W Fluid Theory (Kuhne, et al., 2000), highway bottleneck
queue length and delay time (Smith, et al., 2003), (Munoz, et al., 2002), traffic flow stability (Zhang,
1999), traffic accidents due to shockwaves (Lee, et al., 2010), (Yu, 2012), shockwave prevention control
methods (Hegyi, et al., 2005), (Breton, et al., 2002), evaluation of the inter-vehicle communication
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(Suijs, et al., 2014) and highly automated vehicles (Motamedidehkordi, et al., 2015) in dynamic traffic
flow and propagation of perturbations along the freeway.
By analyzing real vehicle trajectories, Huang and Wu (2013) figured out that the driver reaction time
in shockwave situations seemed larger than in normal situations, showing that in shockwave situations
drivers’ behavior changes. It seemed that during the propagation, downstream drivers recognize that the
upstream vehicles are in shockwave situations and adjust their driving behavior accordingly (Huang, et
al., 2013). This means that the drivers change their driving towards a shockwave propagation in order
to reduce the negative effects. Therefore, the drivers can recognize the shockwave situation by observing
their lead vehicles, which leads already to a damping of the shockwave.
The recent development of the internet of things, provides new ideas and ways for shockwave
damping solutions. An early recognition of the shockwave is the key to be able to damp the shockwave.
Therefore, by telling the drivers in advance, that they might face a shockwave situation, they might
adapt their driving behavior prior to reaching the congestion situation.
The paper introduces the analysis of shockwaves on freeways, the development and application of
the methods to estimate the shockwave propagation speed and discusses the changes in shockwave
characteristics by deploying the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology, specifically the
traffic jam ahead warning application.
Section 2 of this paper discusses shockwave theories and state of art V2V communication
technologies. Section 3 describes the empirical data used for this study. The simulation framework and
the simulation scenarios are presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the result of the simulation and
the change in shockwave characteristics for different penetration rates. The last section summarizes the
study findings and outlines further research directions.

1.1 Shockwave theory
Shockwaves can be defined as a boundary condition between two traffic states that are characterized
by different densities, speeds and/or flow rates on the road. In order to study the congestion patterns and
impacts and designing traffic management studies, one needs to understand the formation, the dissolving
and the characteristics of shockwaves. The findings on shockwave characteristics and propagation speed
can be used to identify the spatial and temporal impacts of a congestion, and to develop and calibrate
traffic flow models (Xiao-Yun, et al., 2007).
In real traffic conditions, the behavior of traffic flow is similar to the behavior of fluid waves. We
assume that there are two different areas (A and B) with different traffic densities. The border between
these two areas is called shockwave front ܵ and the speed of ܵ is ݒ௦ . The respective vehicle speeds in
area A and B are ݒ௨ and ݒௗ . We can calculate the number of vehicles (N) passing by the interface S
within the time t as follows:
ܰ ൌ  ሺݒ௨  െ  ݒ௦ ሻ݇௨  ݐൌ  ሺݒௗ  െ  ݒ௦ ሻ݇ௗ ݐ

(1)

Based on the theory of Lighthill-Whitham-Richard (LWR) we can get the speed of the traffic
shockwave:
݀ିݑ

 ݏݒൌ ݀ିݑ

(2)


A shockwave describes the conversion of two different traffic conditions and the speed of the
shockwave describes the direction and the process of converting. In other words, the speed of the
shockwave equals the jump in the flow over the wave divided by the jump in the density. When ݒ௦ > 0
this means that the shockwave is moving in the direction of traffic, whereas when ݒ௦ < 0 the shockwave
is moving in the opposite direction of traffic and when v = 0, the wave does not move and is stable in
its location.
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1.2 Vehicle-to-vehicle communication
The rapid development of wireless communication and information technologies has increased
research interest in inter-vehicle communication systems, which might improve the comfort, safety and
operational efficiency of transportation systems (Lu, et al., 2009). It is foreseen, that by 2020, there will
be 250 million connected vehicles on the road (van der Meulen, et al., 2015). Vehicle-to-X (V2X)
communication allows information exchange both between vehicles and between a road user and the
transportation infrastructure or the traffic control center. Following and oncoming road users will be
notified of potentially dangerous situations to enable them to react on time and appropriately. V2V
communication technology aims to ensure that
vehicles are warned or that they warn the other
traffic in potential dangerous situation.
The communication system within this project
only sends the Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
(TJAW) to the driver and does not take control of
the vehicle. This TJAW application alerts vehicle
drivers of particular traffic situations. The driver
is informed that it is necessary to slow down
regardless of the nature of the traffic problem. The
alert message informing of a slow down or traffic
jam must be transmitted to other vehicles
efficiently and quickly, therefore the transmission
delay is assumed to be neglectable. After receiving
the alert, the drivers drive more carefully, would
slow down and follow the proposed speed which
Figure 1: Shockwave elimination method
increases the safety.

2 SimTD data analysis
The main source of data for this research is from the German simTD project. SimTD was a research
project realized in a Field Operational Trial (FOT) infrastructure around the Hessian city of Frankfurt
am Main. The project paved the way for the political, economic and technological framework to
successfully set up V2V and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) networking. The FOT testbed consisted of
routes on several freeways, rural highways and also a network of urban streets where a fleet of up to
120 simTD-equipped vehicles was driven in pre-planned and controlled tests with naturalistic driving
behavior and in a naturalistic environment together with the normal traffic. In freeway scenarios for
instance traffic jam ahead warning, traffic sign assistance, traffic information and route deviation
management were tested (simTD, 2015). The goal was to evaluate the different applications in real
traffic situations with regard to their technical functionality and to assess the impact on traffic efficiency
and traffic safety (Schimandl, et al., 2013). Therefore, the analyses with such a fleet of equipped vehicles
allowed for the determination of the effects of the simTD system on driver-vehicle-units with versus such
without a cooperative system. However, the estimation of the effect of cooperative systems on the
overall traffic is quite limited, even with 120 equipped vehicles. Hence, this work aims at using the
available data from the FOT, including vehicle sensor and stationary detector data, to determine the
impact of V2V communication on the overall traffic, like described in the following.
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2.1 Microscopic data
The available microscopic data from the project includes detailed sub-second information about
vehicle trajectories over time. It also includes sub-second vehicle position, speed, acceleration, headway
and spacing information form the 120 equipped vehicles which took part in the field trials. Vehicle
trajectories can provide valuable information for the calibration of microsimulation models. In the simTD
project the number of provided vehicle trajectories were limited. For this reason, the calibration based
on the vehicle trajectories, is not considered in this study and it was only analyzed to gather information
that can be used in calibrating the microscopic driving behavior.

2.2 Macroscopic data
Macroscopic data which was delivered in the project includes aggregated vehicle information. This
data is typically obtained from inductive loops. The aggregation interval varies from 20 seconds to
15 minutes. Available macroscopic data are based on loop detectors and include one minute aggregated
volumes, speeds and occupancy counts.
Using the macroscopic data from the A5 freeway in Germany between Friedberg and Bad
Homburger Kreuz, speed and flow contour plots were drawn. These contour graphs have a wealth of
information. Information that can be obtained from contours include the extent (space and time) of the
congestion, the location of the bottleneck, speed, flow or density information as well as queue lengths.
In figure 2 below, time-space diagrams for speeds as well as flows are shown. In the left figure the
average speed (per minute per road section) on the network is visualized through time. A clear indication
for shockwaves can be seen on the network. Through time it can be seen, that the shockwave moves
upstream through the network. The same shockwave can also be recognized in the right figure in which
the flow is visualized through time and space. When the shockwave passes an inductive loop, the
measured flow is clearly reduced. Not only can the presence of a shockwave be deduced from the
analysis of the speed- and flow diagrams, also the movement speed of the shockwave can be deduced.

Figure 2: Speed and flow contour plots

3 Simulation frameworks
In this section, a description of the software used and the calibration and validation procedure of the
simulation experiment are explained. Later, the scenarios which were considered in this study are
discussed.
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3.1 Simulation software
PTV Vissim 6 microscopic simulation software was used for this study. Vissim is a discrete,
stochastic, time step based simulation software. The traffic flow model used by the traffic simulator
relies on one of the two following models: the “Wiedemann 74” car following model or the
“Wiedemann 99” car following model. Vissim car following models are classified as psycho-physical
car following models, which are based on modeling human perception and reaction thresholds in a car
following process (Menneni, et al., 2009). Wiedemann (Wiedemann, 1974) defines four different car
following regimes in both the car following models:
x Free Flow: The vehicle is not influenced by other vehicles; the vehicle tries to keep its desired
speed, but fluctuates around its desired speed due to imperfect throttle control.
x Approaching: Once the vehicle realizes it is approaching another vehicle, it decelerates to match
the lead vehicle’s speed as it reaches its desired safety distance.
x Following: In following state, the following vehicle unconsciously follows the lead vehicle as it
keeps the speed difference and acceleration low.
x Emergency: If the vehicle’s distance falls below a desired following distance, it reacts by
applying maximum deceleration in order to avoid collision.
Both models, Wiedemann 74 and Wiedemann 99, are based on human perception thresholds but the
calculation of these perception thresholds are different in both models. Figure 3 describes a typical goalseeking behavior of a following car in a car following process.

Figure 3: Car following model and driving states (PTV AG, 2015)

3.1.1. Wiedemann 74 car following model
In the Wiedemann 74 model, the minimum safety distance is calculated based on formula 3
(Wiedemann, 1974). The minimum desired distance of a vehicle in the following process is proportional
to the square root of the slower vehicle’s speed. The slower one can be either the lead vehicle or the
following vehicle.
 ܺܤܣൌ  ܺܣ ሺܾݔௗௗ  ܾݔ௨௧ ή ݖሻ ή ξݒ
ݒǣ

(3)

Speed of the slower vehicle [m/s].
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ݖ:

Is a value in the range [0,1] which is normally distributed around 0.5 with a standard deviation
of 0.15.

ܺܣǣ

Average standstill distance, which defines the average desired distance between two vehicles.

ܾݔௗௗ :

Additive part of the following distance, which allows adjusting the time requirement values.

ܾݔ௨௧ ǣ

Multiplicative part of the following distance, which allows adjusting the time requirement
values.

3.1.2. Wiedemann 99 car following model
The Wiedemann 99 car following model is very similar to the Wiedemann 74 model. The core
execution or logic in Wiedemann 99 remained the same. However, some of the thresholds are calculated
differently from the Wiedemann 74 model. The Wiedemann calibration parameters are described as
follows:
x CC0: Defines the desired rear bumper-to-front bumper distance between stopped cars. This
parameter has no variation.
 ܺܣൌ  Ͳܥܥ ܮିଵ
x

(4)

CC1: Defines the time (in seconds) the following driver wishes to keep.
 ܺܤܣൌ  ܺܣ  ͳܥܥή ݒ௦௪ 

(5)

x CC2: Restricts the longitudinal oscillation during following condition. In other words, it defines
how much more distance than the desired safety distance (ABX) before the driver intentionally
moves to the lead vehicle.
ܵ ܺܦൌ  ܺܤܣ ʹܥܥ

(6)

x CC3: Defines the start (in seconds) of the deceleration process.
ܸܵܦǣ߂ܺ ൌ ͵ܥܥǤ ߂ ݒ  ͵ܥܥή ሺെܥܥͶሻ

(7)

x CC4 and CC5: Define the speed difference (in m/s) during the following process. CC4 controls
the speed differences during the closing process while CC5 controls the speed differences during
an opening process.
 ܸܦܮܥൌ  െܥܥͶ
ܱܲ ܸܦൌ െܥܥͷ

(8)

(9)

x CC6: Defines the influence of distance on speed oscillation during following condition.
Increasing CC6 increases the oscillation of speed with increasing distance.
x CC7: Defines the actual acceleration during oscillation in a following process.
x CC8: Defines the desired acceleration when starting from a standstill.
x CC9: Defines the desired acceleration when at 80 km/h.
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3.2 Calibration and validation
Calibration is one of the most important steps in traffic simulation model development which aims
at reaching calibrated models that reasonably replicate local traffic conditions. Different methodologies
were developed during the research of traffic simulations like (Cheu, et al., 1998), (Rakhau, et al., 2002),
(Hourdakis, et al., 2003) (Brockfeld, et al., 2004), (Gomes, et al., 2004) and (Park, et al., 2005). Many
researchers calibrated their models based on single or average values of traffic variables (Aycinf, et al.,
1998), (Payne, et al., 1979). In this study, the single parameter method was deployed which is based on
measuring the differences between field and simulated parameter values in which the speed recorded by
detectors was used as a calibration parameter. In order to determine the statistical goodness-of-fit
measure of the speed, based on the research objectives, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was
calculated and the parameter set with the lowest RMSE was chosen. A temporary reduced speed area
wad used to artificially make a bottleneck in the network. In order to replicate the driving behavior of
cars on the freeway, Wiedemann 74 was used and the parametersܺܣ,ܾݔௗௗ and ܾݔ௨௧ were calibrated
after running the simulation for many parameter sets. The parameter set with AX = 1,ܾݔௗௗ ൌ ͵ and
ܾݔ௨௧ ൌ ͷ achieved the minimum RMSE; therefore this parameter set was chosen as the best parameter
set to replicate the manual driving behavior based on the empirical data.

3.3 Scenarios
The chosen scenario simulated the vehicles which are equipped with V2V communication systems.
The driving behavior of these vehicles was like the manually driven vehicles (Wiedemann 74) unless
they received a Traffic Jam Ahead Warning (TJAW). In this case the driving behavior changed
Wiedemann 99 and the desired speed was set to 70 km/h. The CC3 value, which controls the start of the
deceleration process and the vehicle recognition of the slow moving vehicle, was set to -11 instead of 8, which is the default value in Vissim. The more this value is, the sooner the reaction to the vehicle in
front is. The equipped vehicles receive the warning in case there is another equipped vehicle 500 meters
downstream, whose speed dropped abruptly to values below 30 km/h. The penetration rates of 5 %, 10
%, 20 % and 50 % have been simulated. This means, that in case of a penetration rate of 10%, one out
of ten vehicles will apply to the provided speed advice. Figure 4 shows the result for different penetration
rates.

4 Results
The simulation results for each penetration rate as well as the performance of each scenario with
regard to average network speed, shockwave propagation and dissolving rate are discussed in this
section.

4.1 Simulation results
We used Matlab to generate the contour plots of speed and flow for each scenario. The left-hand
plots in figure 4 show the speeds for different penetration rates and the right-hand plots show the traffic
flow contour plots. The plots confirm that the V2V communication damped the shockwave and with an
increase in the penetration rate the length of the congestion and the congested area have decreased. A
backward forming congestion can be seen in all the graphs since the capacity of the bottleneck dropped
below the demand and the queue was formed upstream of the bottleneck. After removing the restriction
causing the capacity reduction – which was a temporary reduced speed area – at the bottleneck, the
congestion started to resolve and a backward recovery congestion was formed.
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4.2 Performance
In order to analyze the effects of V2V communication and to compare the different scenarios, three
performance indicators were considered:
x the average network speed,
x the propagation speed and
x the resolving speed of the congestion along the freeway.
The average network speed performance was calculated based on the formula:
ܸൌ

σଵ଼
ୀଵ ݒ ή ݍ
σଵ଼
ୀଵ ݍ

(10)

vi:

Speed of vehicles over all lanes in ith minute [km/h]

qi:

The number of vehicles which passed that section in ith minute [veh]

According to the shockwave theory, the propagation of the front between two traffic states has the
same slope as the line corresponding the two states in the density-flow diagram. Therefore, the abrupt
change of speed in the space-time diagram was considered. The border of the jam at each detector was
chosen as traffic state change from free flow to speeds below 40 km/h. A simple linear regression was
used in order to get the shockwave propagation speed (the backward forming shockwave) and the
resolving speed (the backward recovery shockwave) of each scenario. Supposing that we have n data
points {ሺ݅ݔǡ ݅ݕሻǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݊}, best-fit straight line through the data is calculated based on the following
minimization problem using least squares method:


ܳ  ݀݊݅ܨሺܽǡ ܾሻǡ



݂ܳݎሺܽǡ ܾሻ ൌ  ݎ ଶ ൌ ሺݕ െ ܽ െ ܾݔ ሻଶ
ୀଵ

(11)

ୀଵ

ܳሺߙǡ ߚሻ: Sum of squared residuals of the linear regression model
ݎ :

Residual of the linear regression model

ܽ:

The y-intercept

ܾ:

The slope
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The result of the performance indicators for different penetration rates of vehicles with
communication capability is illustrated in table 1:

Indicator 1

Indicator 2

Relative
Difference

Estimate of
Shockwave
Propagation
Speed
[km/h]

83.22

-

5%

83.46

10 %

Indicator 3

Relative
Difference

Estimate of
Shockwave
Resolving
Speed
[km/h]

Relative
Difference

-11.17

-

-18.08

-

0.29 %

-10.77

-3.60 %

-16.60

-8.20 %

83.46

0.29 %

-10.39

-7.00 %

-17.48

-3.30 %

20 %

81.38

-2.21 %

-9.14

-18.20 %

-16.78

-7.20 %

50 %

81.96

-1.51 %

-7.52

-32.70 %

-16.28

-10.00 %

Penetration
Rate

Average
Speed
[km/h]

0%

Table 1: Performance for different penetration rates
Warning the drivers before reaching a traffic jam through V2V communication reduces the speed of
the vehicles approaching the traffic jam, but this change does not limit the traffic flow or increase the
density noticeably. Since the vehicles get the message 500 meters before, the time to breakdown does
not change dramatically by reducing the desired speed of the vehicles and setting them to 70 km/h.
However, the congested area becomes smaller over time and space as the penetration rate increases and
the safety improves.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented the inter-vehicles communication in a shockwave traffic flow scenario
with the discussion of performance indicators. With the help of a microscopic simulation experiment,
we considered the shockwave propagation speed, the dissolving speed and the average network speed
as performance measures for different penetration rates. We found out that, with a low penetration rate,
which is expected to be the beginning phase of V2V equipped vehicles on the roads, no significant result
should be expected. Besides, with an increasing penetration rate of V2V equipped vehicles, which can
receive the traffic jam ahead warning, the congestion propagates on the freeway with slower speed and
the congestion area becomes smaller. On the other hand, approaching the congestion tail with lower
speed increases the traffic safety.
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